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Announcing monikur: Texting for Attorneys and Other Professionals
St. Louis, Missouri monikur, Inc. announces the release of monikur, a texting app designed
from the ground up specifically for attorney-client texting and other similar professional
relationships.
monikur was designed by St. Louis criminal defense attorney Richard Lozano to address
several pain points that come with attorney-client texting. Lozano has seen the evolution of
client communication from landlines to pagers to email to cell phones in his own practice. While
texting with his clients provides convenience and client satisfaction, the informality, unfettered
access, lack of record keeping, lack of organization, and mixing of personal with business texts
creates challenges and stress.
monikur is different than other messaging apps in several important ways:
Invitation-only texting The attorney decides who may reach them by text by sending an
invitation to a client’s phone to connect through monikur. The attorney’s cell phone number is
never revealed. monikur is free for the attorney’s clients.
Export Reports on Text Activity for Billing monikur generates reports on the volume of texts
by client and date range for billing purposes.
Export of Chat Transcripts to PDF Papering the file is simple. Chat transcripts can easily be
exported to PDF by client name and date range.
Security & Organization Phones get lost or stolen, meaning traditional texting is a security risk.
monikur provides high level encryption, connection by name (not number) for ease in recipient
identification, and cloud storage of data. If a phone is lost or stolen, a simple reinstall of the app
restores all connections and chats.
Office Hours Attorneys can set the hours in which they are available to receive text messages.
Controlling who may text and when improves quality of life.
About monikur, Inc monikur was founded by St. Louis criminal defense attorney Richard
Lozano as a tool to better facilitate communications with his clients. monikur is offered as a
monthly subscription to attorneys and is free for their clients. monikur is based in St. Louis,
Missouri.

